
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a clinical pharmacology. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for clinical pharmacology

Perform data analysis using WinNonlin to calculate various PK parameters in
ocular tissues
Integrally involved in assessing and managing analyses of PK/PD data,
integrating clinical trial simulation strategies and disseminating the clinically
relevant risk/benefit implications to the clinical development teams
Presents data in appropriate meetings (inside or outside the Group)
Be responsible for North America oversight and management of Trial Master
Files (paper and electronic) and the clinical trial associate work performed
external flex workers
Provide resource allocation support, review of project assignments with
oversight of quality of regulatory documents/files, inspection readiness,
reconciliation of vTMF documents uploaded by the Central Import Team,
onboarding, and ensures training of flex workers
Interface with ED&CP leadership team and global FMs to ensure
communication of important vTMF clinical updates impacting management of
critical documents and files
Assure support to all assigned projects is optimal in terms of quality, timing
and cost
Manage communications and relationship-building with internal and external
stakeholders like Clinical Sciences, Biometrics, DMPK/PTPK,
Biomarkers/assays, Regulatory functions in Clinical and CMC, Device
development, Clinical Operations external stakeholders like global Health
Authorities

Example of Clinical Pharmacology Job Description
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Development and execution of the early clinical development strategy for
novel therapy programs from Preclinical Candidate approval through clinical
Proof-of-Concept (Phase 2a)

Qualifications for clinical pharmacology

Educational degree is expected in a relevant scientific area, , Pharmacology,
Pharmacokinetics, Pharmacodynamics, Drug Metabolism, Pharmacy
Deep knowledge of Clinical Pharmacology and the application of Modeling &
Simulation
Track record of successful experience in the Clinical Pharmacology areaAble
to understand clinical effects, pharmacological, physiological and biochemical
understanding
Ability to effectively contribute to interdisciplinary team meetings and, able
to effectively leading sub-teams
Experience supporting Clinical Pharmacology studies preferred
Ability to communicate with non-statisticians to interpret statistical findings


